
RAINBELLOWS 
A biomimicry case study: RainBellows is inspired by nature’s solution for 
stormwater capture, storage and filtration to the urban environment.



INSPIRATION BEHIND RAINBELLOWS 
Our basis for the design is a highly-sustainable commercial building 
currently under development in Seattle. Designed to meet the Living Building 
Challenge, the project revealed opportunities to further reduce use of potable 
water in an urban environment.

The building achieves the requirements of the 
Living Building Challenge, with 75% reduction of 
potable water as well as reuse of at least half of 
the stormwater that falls on the site.



RAINBELLOWS FIVE-STEP METHODOLOGY 
The project team’s five-step method allows design through biomimicry to become 
a more approachable design strategy. Breaking down the steps into a simple 
sequence helps translate strategies from nature into design ideas.
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In Seattle, Washington, water is everything.  
Best known for our rainy weather, it can be 
surprising to hear that Seattle gets very little rain 
July-September. As a result, our urban landscapes 
must be designed to handle both saturated and 
drought conditions. Our design proposes a building 
façade solution that  lters, stores and reabsorbs 
water within the building during peak  ow* rain 
events for use at a later time. 
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In the urban 
environment, green 
infrastructure and 
mechanical systems 
clean, slow, and collect 
stormwater to reduce 
peak  ow conditions. 
Rain gardens, bioretention 
cells and cisterns are 
widely used solutions 
for runoff from vehicular 
and pedestrian hardscape 
as well as collection 
of water for reuse off 
of a clean roof surface. 
However, off of occupied 
roof terraces, Seattle’s 
current stormwater code 
prohibits reuse of water. 
The Rain Bellows, inspired 
by mechanisms evolved 
within the Common Ice 
Plant (Mesembryanthemum 
Crystallinum), provides an 
opportunity to integrate 
stormwater absorption into a 
building façade while cleaning 
the water to a level suitable 
for reuse. 

*Peak  ow conditions, or the surge of stormwater just after a rain 
event, causes  ooding, erosion and can increase pollution to local 
water bodies.  In urban areas with combined stormwater and sewer 
infrastructure, this can result in over ow of sewage into lakes during 
large rain events.
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1. IDENTIFY CHAMPION: ICE PLANT 
RainBellows selected the Common Ice Plant as it’s Champion species 
for its distinctive water processes – filtration, storage, and reuse. It also 
showcases these properties in bright-specialized cells on the exterior of 
the project.
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Mesembryanthemum crystallinum



2. RESEARCH: BIOLOGICAL STRATEGY 
The Ice Plant has three biological strategies most relevant for our project. Its 
unique cellular structure allows for the filtration, storage, and later use of water. 
Unlike typical leaf structures that use transpiration to move fluids, the Ice Plant 
retains the liquid for future use. 
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3. UNDERSTAND: MECHANIC 
Simplifying unique plant characteristics is crucial in translating an idea from 
nature to built environment. Mechanics show intake and filtration of water, 
filling of the Epidermal Bladder Cells (EBC), and re-intake of water from 
EBC’s for use during drought.
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4. DISTILL: DESIGN PRINCIPLE 
The biological process can then be translated into forms that relate to the built 
environment. In this case, using the building façade as an opportunity for storage 
before it is needed in irrigation. 
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5. SOLUTION: APPLICATION 
Through refinement, materials and dimensions take shape. The RainBellows, 
located on the western side of the building, are about two stories tall to 
maximize storage capacity. A magenta bladder emphasizes the RainBellow 
when it’s full of water.

update

A. Closed Position

B. Open Position

The project team created a 
prototype of the concept.
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5. SOLUTION: APPLICATION 
The building includes UV filtration and sediment removal systems to clean water from 
occupied roof decks before flowing to the RainBellows. From the RainBellows, water flows 
into the landscape, extending the period of non-potable water usage for irrigation.
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RAINBELLOWS REALIZED
Alternative to conventional stormwater storage and filtration, RainBellows utilizes 
the building skin unconventionally. Highly supported by the client, the goal is to 
implement this strategy first as a prototype and hopefully as part of a future project.
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